PROBLEM SOLVED™ PAPER
SOLUTION: Martin® Belt Cleaners, Transfer Chutes, Settling Zones, ApronSeal, Vibration
INDUSTRY: Biomass
LOCATION: Hibbing Public Utilities in Hibbing, Minnesota
PROBLEM
The Minnesota power generating facility was having trouble controlling
dust and spillage and preventing fugitive material from reaching
nearby homes and businesses. Part of the problem occurred on the
three air-supported conveyors which containted some sections with very
steep angles. With variable size and moisture content of the fuel, chips would
fall back down. Reducing material turbulence during transfer is essential to
prevent fugitive dust.
SOLUTION
This section of existing air-supported conveyor “We installed electric brush cleaners on each conveyor, because they’re
was modified to relieve spillage.
very effective on the type of cleated belts used at this facility,” observed
Martin Engineering Territory Manager Tom Hines. “The rotating brush
delivers good cleaning performance in difficult applications, including belts
with ribs, grooves or chevrons, and belts carrying sticky materials or
stringy fibers.” Martin Engineering technicians removed troublesome
sections of the air-supported conveyor and replaced them with speciallyengineered transfer points. They also modified existing transfer points,
installing drop chutes to help eliminate dust and transfer chutes with a
hood-and-spoon design to improve the material flow. The installation team
also placed electric rotary vibrators in key locations inside drop chutes
to reduce the potential for plugging. To further ensure control of fugitive
material, settling zones were created at the transfer points to slow the
air speed, with dust curtains to contain airborne particles. Skirtboard
A field-fabricated drop chute was fitted with a
sealing systems were installed on the sides of the loading zones to
Martin Vibrator to eliminate plugging and
improve material flow to the new transfer point. contain dust, eliminate spillage and reduce cleanup.
RESULTS
With the modifications in place, HPU reports significant reductions in
spillage and airborne dust. “We’re very pleased with the results we’ve
seen in fugitive material control,” Gary Myers, Assistant General Manager
and Director of Power Production reported. “We’re now reviewing
several other conveyor sections to determine the opportunities for
additional dust control measures. Our goal has always been to provide
the Hibbing area with safe, reliable power that’s produced and delivered
in an environmentally-responsible manner, and this work is a reflection
of that commitment.” Company officials have been so satisfied with the
upgrades from Martin Engineering that they are considering additional
system enhancements to several other conveyors.

A new head chute and brush cleaner were
installed at the bucket elevator, eliminating
plugging and reducing dust by an estimated
95% in this area.
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